Product Overview

Infrastructure Online is the most comprehensive resource available to infrastructure professionals. Whether you’re a fund manager, investor, placement agent, lawyer, consultant or advisor, this is a vital information service for you. Information included within this unique product includes:

**Investors**
- Detailed, searchable profiles for over 2,800 institutional investors interested in infrastructure, including:
  - Allocations.
  - Strategic preferences.
  - Investment plans.
  - Key personnel contact details.

**Fund Managers**
- Detailed, searchable profiles for over 500 infrastructure fund managers around the world, including:
  - Strategy overview.
  - Funds raised / dry powder levels.
  - League tables.
  - Investors in funds.

**Funds and Fundraising**
- Detailed, searchable profiles for over 1,000 infrastructure funds including primary, secondary, debt/mezzanine and fund of funds; and details on the fund’s investment preferences in terms of project stage, industry and geographic region.
  - Current and historic fundraising statistics.
  - Fundraising outlook tools.
  - Recently closed infrastructure funds.
  - Fundraising alert emails.

**Performance**
- View performance benchmarks for infrastructure funds including details of the performance of over 200 individual funds, including:
  - Fund-specific performance metrics.
  - Benchmarking tools.
  - Top performing GPs.
  - Top performing funds.

**Deals**
- View details on which firms are bidding for, buying or selling infrastructure assets. Includes information on:
  - Type of infrastructure asset and location.
  - Equity invested and the percentage stake acquired by the firm.
  - Deal date, structure, duration and co-investor details.
**Investor Profiles**

Infrastructure Online features in-depth profiles of LPs currently investing, or interested in investing, in infrastructure providing crucial intelligence regarding the investor universe.

Want to find LPs interested in a specific fund type? Identify the key contacts at a specific firm? Discover a specific investor’s plans? Infrastructure Online can help.

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Key background information</th>
<th>View AUM, strategic allocation, and investment preferences</th>
<th>Read detailed information about the investor’s investment history and current preferences.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>View investors’ future investment plans, fund searches and mandates over the next 12 months</td>
<td>View contact information for key LP employees.</td>
<td>See details of previous fund investments and GP relationships</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

### Investor Profiles

Infrastructure Online features in-depth profiles of LPs currently investing, or interested in investing, in infrastructure providing crucial intelligence regarding the investor universe.

Want to find LPs interested in a specific fund type? Identify the key contacts at a specific firm? Discover a specific investor’s plans? Infrastructure Online can help.
Info regarding GPs and funds previously invested with LP deals exposure and known assets exposed to

Set up customized news alerts - sent straight to your inbox

Keep up to date with the latest, searchable investor news
**Infrastructure Online**  
Investor Advanced Search

1. Search by investor type
2. Search by key, detailed investment preferences
3. Search by previous firms invested with
4. Search by future investment plans
5. Keyword search
6. Add search results to target list and setup email alerts to be notified of changes to target list

**Advanced Search**

- **Investor Type**
  - Institutional
  - Government Agency
  - Corporate Investor
  - Investment Bank

- **Geography**
  - LP Location
  - Location Preferences

- **Strategy Preferences**
  - Debt/Mezzanine
  - Fund of Funds
  - Primary
  - Secondary

- **Investment Plans**
  - Total Funds under Management (USD Ms)
  - Likely NUMBER of partnership investments over next 12 months
  - Likely total SIZE of investments over next 12 months
  - Likely size of each COMMITMENT
  - Involve in Pe/Fund?
  - Interesting in Co-Investment opportunities
  - Invest in separate Accounts

- **Previous Firms Invested with**
  - Search
  - Add
  - Ignore
  - Remove
  - Remove all

**Infrastructure Online**

- Search by investor type
- Search by future investment plans
- Search by key, detailed investment preferences
- Search by previous firms invested with
- Keyword search
- Add search results to target list and setup email alerts to be notified of changes to target list
Infrastructure Online

Fund Manager Profiles

**Fund Manager profile**

**Macquarie Infrastructure and Real Assets (MIRA)**

**Background**

Macquarie Infrastructure and Real Assets (MIRA) is a business unit of Macquarie Group, which is the funds management arm of Macquarie Group. Macquarie Group is one of Australia’s largest financial institutions, providing banking, corporate finance, commodity and brokerage services. MIRA is a leader in alternative asset management worldwide, specialising in infrastructure, energy, real estate, agriculture and other assets. It currently manages more than 40 funds and private funds, on behalf of institutional and private clients. MIRA’s global team of approximately 100 experienced professionals is located across 26 offices in 20 countries.

**Established:** 1995  **Total No. of Employees:** 100

**In-depth Fund Manager Profiles**

Infrastructure Online features indepth profiles of infrastructure GPs, including background, key contacts and funds raised.

Want to find GPs in your sector? View GP league tables by dry powder or overall fundraising? Infrastructure Online can help.

**Fund Managers**

1. Background information, staff contact details, fundraising statistics and dry powder
2. Key strategic preferences by geography, project stage or industry
3. Clicking through to a list of these relevant transactions
4. Details of funds previously closed and those currently in market
5. Details of known law firms and placement agents broken down by fund
6. The latest transparent, net-to-LP, fund-specific performance data
7. Investment breakdown and details of recent activity
Search by fund focus location or fund manager headquarters

Search by fund type, strategy and project stage

Search by specific industry focus

Search by past investments - filter by deal size and date, asset location, industry type and more
1. Info regarding levels of industry dry powder over time
2. Dry powder by regional focus
3. Customizable league tables by dry powder or funds raised over last 10 years
Funds and Fundraising
Infrastructure Online features fundraising data, including an overview of the current market, historic fundraising details, and details of GPs likely to launch new funds in the near future.

Want to assess the current market? View recently closed funds? Infrastructure Online can help.

1. Breakdown of all infrastructure funds in market by fund type and project stage
2. Historic fundraising details, customizable by fund manager location, fund focus and type
3. Details can be shown annually or quarterly
4. View in-depth details of each fund closed in each year/quarter
5. See the key details for each reporting period
Infrastructure Online Performance

Infrastructure Online features the latest transparent and fund-specific net-to-LP performance data for the infrastructure industry.

Want to benchmark a fund? Define a track record? Identify the top performing funds or GPs? Infrastructure Online can help:

1. Customizable benchmarks by regional focus and fund type
2. View details of each constituent fund
3. Analyze and compare median, weighted and average benchmarks
4. Delve into benchmarks for specific vintage years or search for specific fund returns
5. Breakdown of funds in benchmark by quartile ranking
6. See specific fund performance
7. View net-to-LP performance metrics for named funds
Deals
Prequin’s dedicated team of researchers utilize multiple sources to provide the most accurate available information on infrastructure transactions made globally.

Infrastructure Online features extensive information on over 12,000 transactions, including buyers and sellers, equity invested, debt provided and the percentage stake acquired.

Want an overview of the infrastructure deal market? Want to search for investors in a particular asset? Infrastructure Online can help.

1. Use powerful searches to identify transactions or investors based on asset type, location, deal size, and more.
2. View geographic and industry breakdowns of transactions. Click on the chart to view information on individual transactions.
3. View historical deal market overview, shown annually or quarterly.
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Deals

1. View current ownership information for more than 6,700 assets
2. View full transaction histories including buyers and sellers, financial information, legal and financial advisors involved and more
3. View key information on more than 2,400 investors in infrastructure assets
4. View information on current portfolio, including percentage stakes held
5. View a full list of all previous transactions and bids
Other Features

Infrastructure Online also contains a customizable email alerts feature, details of infrastructure investment advisors, as well as details regarding the use of placement agents and law firms.

Email Alerts
Review fully customizable weekly email digests of updates and news on funds and investors managed through the Prequin Alerts Centre. Receive alerts when new funds have been launched and closed. Track investors, including any changes to their strategies, allocations and attitudes.

Investment Consultants
View in-depth profiles for investments consultants advising institutions on infrastructure. See which consultants advise which LPs and view the contact details for key influencers of investor capital.

Placement Agents / Law Firms
Which agents and law firms are currently working with or have previously worked with infrastructure funds and which are willing to work with them in future?

Infrastructure Online - Downloads
Subscribers to Infrastructure Online are able to download unlimited data, searches and other information directly to Excel. Want to download a list of target investors? Want to analyze performance in detail or plug data into your own in-house systems? For this and more, Infrastructure Online can help you.

Other Features
Infrastructure Online also contains a customizable email alerts feature, details of infrastructure investment advisors, as well as details regarding the use of placement agents and law firms.